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Even though the threat to confidential and valuable business information is continuous, 
it is still common for companies to seek a solution only after an attack. The speakers 
of this seminar will talk about as yet little-known corporate security threats and also 
about possible solutions.  
Speakers include Arthur Keleti, Cyber-Secret Futurist and world-renowned cyber 
security expert, Péter Szabó, CEO and co-founder of Silent Signal Ltd, the best-known 
Hungarian ethical hacking company, and Szabolcs Kun, CEO and co-founder of call 
encryption company CryptTalk.

coming up

Morning Seminar:
Protection of Business Communication – How to 
Prepare for Tomorrow  » October 20

From Washington to Budapest

Mark Your Calendar:  
U.S. Election Night Party 
» November 8

A combined delegation of the newly formed U.S.-Hungary Business Council, AmCham, Hungary’s Ambassador to the U.S. Réka Szemerkényi and U.S. Ambassador 
to Hungary Colleen Bell met with Prime Minister Viktor Orbán and Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó in Parliament in June to discuss bilateral 
trade between the countries. Delegates from USHBC included representatives from Bell Helicopter Textron, BorgWarner, Coca-Cola Company, Guardian Industries, 
Hungrana, Lilly, MetLife and Owens-Illinois. During its three-day mission to Hungary, the business council also met with Minister for National Economy Mihály Varga. 
For full story, see page three. Photo: Árvai Károly/kormany.hu

Join us for our quadrennial 
election party at the Corinthia 
Hotel Budapest from 8:30 p.m. 
to 4:00 a.m. to find out if Donald 
Trump or Hillary Clinton will 
become the 45th President of 
the United States of America 
(registration starts at 7:30 p.m.)

Thanksgiving Charity Dinner  » November 22
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Second Business Meets Government Summit
Almost immediately after this publication went to press, AmCham and 
its strategic partner HIPA (Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency) 
were holding the second “Business Meets Government Summit”.

The summit provides an opportunity for AmCham members to 
shape the chamber’s advocacy focus for 2017, to continue dialogue 
with the government at a ministerial level, and to discuss AmCham’s 

“Cooperation for a More Competitive Hungary” recommendations – 
which came out of the first summit last year – at the state secretary 
level. The event will further explore key challenges and priorities to 
help develop a coherent national strategy to make Hungary more 
competitive. 

As well as a keynote speech from Foreign Affairs and Trade Minister 
Péter Szijjártó, there were a number of closed-door discussions 
between government decision-makers and corporate CEOs, covering 
Business Environment and Sophistication, Labor Force/Education, 
Digital Economy, and Innovation.

That first "Business Meets Government Summit" came from a desire 
to make Hungary an even better place to invest and to reinvest, and 
sparked a meaningful dialogue with the government that AmCham 
and HIPA kept in motion throughout the year. Chamber representatives 
have met both Prime Minister Viktor Orbán and Minister Szijjártó in 
2016, and had a number of technical meetings with partners at the 
Ministry for National Economy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade, the Ministry of Human Capacities, and the Ministry for National 
Development. 

Roundtable with Dr. László Palkovics, State Secretary  
for Education
The Talent Policy Task Force hosted State Secretary László Palkovics 
from the Ministry of Human Capacities on June 16 at an extraordinary 
meeting in the AmCham Conference Room. Andrea Juhos, Talent PTF 
co-lead emphasized that this State Secretary Roundtable is a highlight 
in the chamber’s ongoing dialogue with the government, as AmCham 
members could hear firsthand the government’s feedback on the 
19-point recommendations that grew out of the “Competitive Education” 
conference AmCham co-organized last year, and could learn about the 
future priorities of education policy makers.

At the meeting, State Secretary Palkovics confirmed that the ministry 
is aiming to transform the Hungarian education system so it becomes 
competence and project-based, which is key for competitiveness. It is 
also dedicated to promoting and supporting STEM (science, technology, 
engineering and math) education, and to enhancing the labor-market 
orientation of schools. He shared the ministry’s plans in several 
areas, and asked AmCham member companies to support its efforts 
in bringing practice and real life examples to teachers and students, 
such as through the framework of the recently introduced ‘theme-
weeks’ (Témahetek). AmCham members shared and discussed 
their experiences in dual education, and talks covered a wide range 
of educational issues important to AmCham members, and their 
relevant impact on companies in Hungary.

AmCham and the State Secretary agreed to further examine several 
recommendations, and to work out details on joint efforts for 
implementation.

Extraordinary Innovation Policy Task Force Meeting
The Innovation Policy Task Force held an extraordinary meeting on July 
14, where members discussed the most up-to-date issues of innovation 
and R&D with two high-level government representatives: Dr. Antal 
Nikodémus, from the Ministry for National Economy, and Dr. Ferenc 
Friedler, from the National Research, Innovation and Development 
Office. Members of the Innovation PTF, had the opportunity to discuss a 
selection of priority issues and recommendations raised at the recent 
AmCham-Brain Bar workshop. In the second half of the meeting, 
innovation-related items from AmCham’s 19-point recommendation 
package, sent to the government in February 2016, were reviewed. 
Participants agreed that special attention should be paid to attracting 
more R&D investment to Hungary, as well as to creating more 
profound cooperation between industry and academia.

AmCham Suggestions Included in the 
Revised Vocational Education System
Deputy State Secretary László Odrobina 
announced in an interview with Origo the 
addition of two new trades – business 
services associate in the SSC sector and sales 
representative in the FMCG field – to the revised 
National Register of Vocational Qualification 
(OKJ) program. The additions had been a 
suggestion of AmCham Hungary.

AmCham Position on New Civil 
Procedure Code Submitted to Ministry
As part of its strategic partnership agreement, 
Hungary’s Ministry of Justice requested 
AmCham’s feedback on the draft bill on the 
New Civil Procedure Code (the “New CPC”) 
in early June. The Regulatory Committee’s 
recommendations were sent to the ministry 
on June 28. 

AmCham has been participating in the legislative 
reform process preparing the New CPC 
since early 2015. The Regulatory Committee 
had participated in the social debate and 
commented on the concept for the New CPC 
in April 2015, then held discussions with Zsuzsa 
Wopera, Ministerial Commissioner Responsible 
for the New Civil Procedural Law Codification, 
in June of that year. Committee members 
worked out their proposals with regards to two 
specific areas: class action and the direction in 
substance of the course of proceedings, which 
was submitted to the Ministry of Justice in 
October 2015.

For more on what 
AmCham Hungary 
does in advocacy, 
read our Advocacy 
Timeline (please 
follow the QR code).
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 Board of directors

Advocacy 
Update

By Robin Marshall

“The recently formed U.S.-Hungary Business Council 
is a complementary body to AmCham Hungary, not in 
competition with it, the head of the new organization 
said during its inaugural mission to Budapest.
 

“We are in Washington, AmCham is here; we work in 
tandem,” Eric Stewart, president of the USHBC, told 
delegates at an AmCham luncheon at the Budapest 
Marriott Hotel on June 23. “What we do is receive 
Hungarian officials when they come to the United 
States.” He said the council works with the U.S. State 
Department, the Department of Commerce, Congress 
and other such bodies “to ensure our government 
knows what the priorities are from our perspective”.
 
With similar business councils already covering 
Lithuania, Poland and Romania, the drive to create 
the USHBC had come from the founding businesses, 
Stewart said. “I did not create the council, the 
companies did, it was their idea, and the reason 
they wanted to do so is to become better organized; 
better organized in Washington as we work on the 
bilateral relationship with Hungary.” He added that the 
companies had come together to create the council 

“because of the opportunities that exist”, but would also 
clearly tell the governments of both the United States 
and Hungary what the challenges are in doing business.
 
Key to the work of the USHBC will be its contacts 
with the Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency 
and Stewart paid tribute to it and its president, Róbert 
Ésik, describing HIPA as a “multiplier”, praising 

“the ombudsman approach you take to working 
with companies” and especially in encouraging 
reinvestment from existing sources of FDI.

Speaking immediately after the business forum, 
AmCham Hungary President Ferenc Pongrácz told 
JOURNAL: “The more bodies we have like USHBC 
and AmCham promoting the same messages of 
transparency and competitiveness the better.”

During its three-day mission to Hungary, the 
business council met with Minister for National 
Economy Mihály Varga, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade Péter Szijjártó, and Prime Minister 
Viktor Orbán. Representatives from Bell Helicopter 
Textron, BorgWarner, Coca-Cola Company, Guardian 

Industries, Hungrana, Lilly, MetLife and Owens-Illinois 
accompanied the delegation. Hungary’s Ambassador 
to the U.S. Réka Szemerkényi, U.S. Ambassador 
to Hungary Colleen Bell and HIPA’s Ésik also 
attended the meeting with Szijjártó, which took place 
immediately after the AmCham luncheon. The foreign 
and trade minister highlighted that USHBC was in 
talks with companies that already have a presence 
in Hungary; investments at these companies are just 
as important as bringing new investors to the country, 
Szijjártó said, and he noted that some 1,600 U.S. 
companies employ about 100,000 people in Hungary. 
Collectively these businesses have invested more 
than USD 9 billion in the country, he added. 

Officially launched on February 16, the USHBC 
had 11 founding companies: BorgWarner, Citi, Coca-

Cola, Johnson & Johnson, Lilly, Met Life, Owens-
Illinois, Parsons, Pfizer, Philip Morris International, 
and Warburg Pincus. It is open to any U.S.-based 
corporation interested in the bilateral relationship 
with Hungary. The official USHBC website 
(ushungarybc.org) describes the council as “a 
private, non-profit organization aimed at facilitating 
and maintaining dialogue on the U.S.-Hungary 
commercial relationship. We provide a space for 
the American business community to engage with 
the United States and Hungary governments on 
issues affecting trade and investment between the 
two countries.”

An edited version of this story appeared in the July 1 
issue of the Budapest Business Journal.

USHBC to promote bilateral trade with Hungary from Washington
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Fireside Chats with Ambassador Bell
CEOs from member companies in the healthcare sector were invited to 
a “Fireside Chat” with U.S. Ambassador to Hungary Colleen Bell, organized 
by AmCham Hungary, on September 8. This was the third time the high-level, 
exclusive if informal industry-specific event has been held. 
The healthcare CEOs had the opportunity to meet with the Ambassador and to 
present their business perspective on Hungary. More than 15 companies were 
present at the meeting. AmCham’s Healthy Nation policy agenda was also 
introduced by PTF leads Judit Zolnay and Csaba Szokodi.
On June 2, there had been a “Fireside Chat” with 13 CEOs from the shared services 
sector, a key employer in Hungary. The first in the series of events had been with 
CEOs from electronic manufacturing sector.

Eric Stewart, president, USHBC

“I did not create the 
council, the companies 

did, it was their idea, and 
the reason they wanted 

to do so is to become 
better organized… in 

Washington as we 
work on the bilateral 

relationship 
with Hungary.”

SUNDAY?
BRUNCH DAY!

TAKE A GASTRO ADVENTURE, TASTE OUR CULINARY DELIGHTS! 
Every Sunday Brunch has a different theme at Brasserie & Atrium.
Bring the whole family, dine in style and be entertained.

· KID’S CORNER
· LAVISH BUFFET & LIVE STATIONS
· RICH DESSERT SELECTION 
· LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

BOOK NOW ON: +36 1 479 4850 OR
CUISINE.BUDAPEST@CORINTHIA.COM
CORINTHIA HOTEL BUDAPEST, ERZSÉBET KRT. 43-49.
WWW.BRASSERIEANDATRIUM.HU
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Alcoa winds up USD 1.2 mln global service 
center in Hungary 
U.S.-based aluminum firm Alcoa inaugurated a global 
service center with a focus on financial services on 
June 14, through an investment of USD 1.2 mln (HUF 
350 mln), according to reports. The investment is 
expected to create 100 jobs in Hungary, raising the 
current staff here to 2,200 and placing the company 
among the top 100 biggest firms, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó said at the inauguration. 
The firm is planning to split its business into two parts 
in the second half of the year, and will operate two 
separate service centers in Székesfehérvár (64 km 
southwest of Budapest), Hungarian news agency MTI 
reported. A service center with 440 employees will 
support the newly formed Arconic company while the 
other center, with a staff of 150, will provide services for 
Alcoa, MTI added.

Audi starts USD 111.6 mln expansion in Győr
The Hungarian subsidiary of German car 
manufacturer Audi launched construction of a USD 
111.6 mln (HUF 32 bln) 80,000 sqm car body plant in 
Győr, the firm’s Hungarian base, communications 
officer Mónika Czechmeister told Hungarian news 
agency MTI on June 27. Once built, the Hungarian base 
will start manufacturing Audi’s Q3 model. 

Bridgestone Hungary expects expansion 
to quadruple capacity
The Hungarian unit of Japanese tire manufacturer 
Bridgestone expects its capacity to quadruple as a 
result of an investment program the unit launched 
three years ago, according to news reports published 
on June 1. Plant manager Fernando del Cerro said 
that the USD 303.3 mln (HUF 85 bln) investment 
could lead to an increase in the plant’s capacity in 
Tatabánya (about 60 km northwest of Budapest) 
to 7.2 million units from the current 1.8 million by 
2020, according to a report from online daily index.
hu. Headcount at the plant is expected to grow by 
20%, exceeding 850 by 2018, Hungarian news agency 
MTI reported. Currently, headcount is approximately 
700. Almost all products manufactured at the unit 
are exported, according to index.hu.

Daimler to build EUR 1 bln plant   
in Hungary
German carmaker Daimler will build a EUR 1 bln 
(HUF 310.2 bln) car plant next to its existing one in 
Kecskemét in central Hungary, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó said in Budapest on 
August 5. State-owned news agency MTI reported 
that Szijjártó had said the government is supporting 
the investment, which will create a further 2,500 
jobs, with a EUR 41.5 mln (HUF 12.9 bln) grant. The 
new plant will have capacity to make 150,000 cars 
a year. Szijjártó said the contribution of Daimler to 
Hungary’s GDP is expected to grow to 0.4% from 
the current 0.2% as a result of the new plant. The 
share of exports is expected to nearly double from 
3.2% at present, he added. The plant is due to be 
completed by the end of the decade, said Markus 
Schaefer, head of production and supply chain 
management for Daimler division Mercedes-Benz. 
He acknowledged the “outstanding cooperation” 
of the central government, the Hungarian 
Investment Promotion Agency (HIPA) and the local 
council of Kecskemét. The new plant will turn out 
both front- and rear-wheel-drive cars, Daimler 
said in a statement. It will have a body shop, a 
paint shop, final assembly area and a supplier 
park. It will be the biggest greenfield investment in 
Hungary yet, HIPA said in a statement. The existing 
plant in Kecskemét currently employs more than 
4,000 people.

Dana to build USD 54.3 mln factory   
in Hungary
U.S. automotive component manufacturer Dana is 
planning to launch an investment of USD 54.3 mln 
(HUF 15 bln) in Hungary’s northwestern city of 
Győr in 2017, for which the Hungarian government 
will provide HUF 2.9 bln in grants, Péter Szijjártó, 
Hungary’s Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 
announced on September 8 at a press conference. 
The top-of-the-line gear production plant will be 
a 13,000 sqm facility and is expected to employ 
around 200 people by 2020. 

Hamburger Hungária ready to launch 
power producing recycling plant
Hamburger Hungária, a member of the 
Containerboard Division of the Vienna-
headquartered Prinzhorn Group, inaugurated a 
USD 162.7 mln (HUF 45 bln) power plant built at 
its Dunaújváros paper production site on June 10. 
The investment enables the company to recycle 
all of Hungary’s packaging paper waste with 
best-in-class energy efficiency, partly as recycled 
paper and partly as fuel. “The environment is 
our business, therefore, the power plant benefits 
not only Hamburger Hungária,” said Attila Bencs, 
managing director of Hamburger Hungária. 

“Through this power plant Hungary can now utilize 
all of the country’s packaging paper waste as well 
as a large quantity of other sorted burnable waste 
and other renewable energy sources. As a result, 
Hungary can significantly increase its capacity to 
use renewable energy sources, contributing to 
fulfilling Hungary’s respective EU commitments.” 
Said Cord Prinzhorn, CEO of Prinzhorn Group: 

“We are committed to Hungary: I am proud to 
say that thanks to our investments of the past 
years totaling some EUR 430 mln, Dunaújváros, 
and thus Hungary has become one of the paper 
production centers of Europe.”
 
New Hungrana feed pellet plant opened 
in Szabadegyháza
Austrian and U.S.-owned Hungrana opened a new 
feed pellet plant in Szabadegyháza (about 75 km 
southwest of Budapest) on July 6, a USD 10.5 mln 
(HUF 3 bln) investment, according to Hungarian 

news agency MTI. Kálmán Kelemen, managing 
director of the Hungarian branch of the company, 
said the owners of the firm have invested EUR 
230 mln in Szabadegyháza over the last ten 
years. The Szabadegyháza unit is the largest corn-
processing plant in Europe, creating one-third of 
the EU’s isoglucose, and the company employs 
320 workers, MTI noted. 

IBM plans USD 11.2 mln expansion at 
Székesfehérvár service center
IBM is planning to expand its IT service center in 
Székesfehérvár (66 km southwest of Budapest) 
through an investment of USD 11.2 mln (HUF 3.2 
bln), the Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency 
announced on June 29. The investment, which 
is being supported with a grant of USD 3.8 mln 
(HUF 1.1 bln) from the Hungarian government, 
is expected to create 410 new jobs in the center, 
foreign minister Péter Szijjártó said. IBM will 
provide IT, procurement, laboratory and education 
services at the base, serving more than 300 
Western European companies, the minister said. 
He added that 40% of the new workforce would 
be highly qualified employees, state news agency 
MTI reported. Commenting on the U.S.-Hungarian 
economic relationships, Szijjártó noted that more 
than 600 U.S.-based countries operate in Hungary, 
employing more than 100,000 people here. The 
combined value of their investments in the 
country is more than USD 9 bln, he added.

IKEA lays cornerstone of third  
Hungarian store
The Hungarian branch of Swedish furniture retail 
giant IKEA has laid the cornerstone of its third 
store in the country in the Soroksár neighborhood 
of southern Pest. The store, expected to open in 
the first half of 2017, will have a total area of 34,000 
sqm, and is being realized within the framework 
of a USD 60 mln (HUF 16.8 bln) investment, Marek 
Feltl, the managing director of IKEA’s Hungarian 
unit, said at the ceremony. IKEA plans to raise 
the number of its staff in the country by 300, 
Hungarian news agency MTI reported.

Krono Group launches production at USD 
108.9 mln particleboard plant in Hungary
Production has started at a USD 108.9 mln 
(HUF 30 bln) particleboard plant recently built 
by the Switzerland-based Krono Group in 
Vásárosnamény (285 km northeast of Budapest), 
the managing director of the group’s local 
unit told Hungarian news agency MTI on June 
9. The plant will turn out an annual 300,000 
sqm of oriented strand board (OSB) from next 
year, said Interspan Faipari managing director 
Barnabás Seregi. He said that 108 people would 
be employed at the plant. Krono Group had made 
one of its first investments outside of Switzerland 
in Vásárosnamény in 1989, but closed the base in 
2011 due to the economic conditions at that time.

Chinese invest in Kecskemét light  
aircraft factory
Kecskemét-based aircraft manufacturer Magnus 
Aircraft has signed an investment deal worth 
more than EUR 30 mln for the creation of a joint 
venture with China’s Tianshan Industrial Group, 
online news portal index.hu reported, citing 
Hungarian news agency MTI. The Hungarian 
manufacturer will produce light aircraft under 
license for sale in China. The aircraft are Fusion 
212-type, two-seater propeller-driven low-wing 
monoplanes, of which 1,500 units are expected to 
be produced and sold. The greenfield investment 
will see the building of a mid-sized airfield, an 
assembly and maintenance plant, and the Magnus 
Pilot Academy pilot training center network. The 
Kecskemét company expects to employ as many 
as 600 people at the factory. In addition, a further 
250 workers will be employed in China in the 
first phase. The company also plans to export its 
eFusion-type electric-powered aircraft to China.

Mondi to invest USD 46.4 mln at base  
in Hungary
British paper and packaging company Mondi will 
invest USD 46.4 mln (HUF 13 bln) at its facility in 
Békéscsaba (210 km southeast of Budapest) and 
create 220 new workplaces as a result, Minister 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó said 
on June 15, according to Hungarian news agency 
MTI. The development, which is being supported 
with a USD 6.4 mln (HUF 1.8 bln) grant from the 
Hungarian government, will improve the company’s 
existing production facilities, ensure the installation 
of the latest machinery, and help in the construction 
of a logistics center, new production halls and a 
warehouse, explained Szijjártó. Mondi operates at 
four locations in Hungary: Békéscsaba, Nyíregyháza, 
Kecskemét, and Szada.

Samsung’s USD 360 mln mega-investment 
in Göd officially confirmed
Samsung will start manufacturing batteries for 
electric cars for the European market in Göd, 
northeast of Budapest, creating some 600 new jobs 
in a USD 360 mln (HUF 100 bln project), Minister 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó has 
said. The minister noted that Hungary beat out 
fierce regional competition to win the project, in 
return for major infrastructure developments to 
be undertaken in the region, while the town of Göd 
has agreed to reduce burdens on the South Korean 
company. He added that this was necessary because, 
under EU regulations, the government cannot 
provide cash grants for a project in the vicinity of the 
capital. Se-Woong Jeong, vice president of Samsung 
SDI Hungary, said the company is planning to reach 
full manufacturing capacity by 2018, when it aims to 
supply batteries for some 50,000 electric vehicles. 
Samsung SDI Hungary closed down its 322,000 sqm 
TV picture tube factory in Göd in 2014 as demand 
for tubes sharply declined. Pro-government daily 
Magyar Idők reported that the company has already 
begun recruiting staff to work at the old site. A 
significant portion of the existing buildings are to be 
renovated as part of the investment, besides new 
buildings, the report noted.

FDI in Hungary HIPA assists EUR 2.3 bln    
of investment

The Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency 
(HIPA) has aided the decisions of foreign 
companies in investing an accumulated 
EUR 2.3 bln in Hungary this year, business 
daily Világgazdaság reported on August 11. 
A total of 41 decisions have been made this 
year on foreign investments here, including 
the expansion of Mercedes-Benz through 
an investment of EUR 1 bln, building its 
second base in Kecskemét (see left). The 
Daimler division’s planned investment is 
one of 16 automotive industry projects HIPA 
helped bring to Hungary, the paper reported. 
Last year, HIPA helped broker deals for 67 
investments worth a combined EUR 1.4 bln, 
Hungarian news agency MTI reported.
Earlier in the summer, at a July 8 press 
conference, HIPA chairman Róbert Ésik had 
said the investment projects realized in H1 
had created a total of 8,529 new jobs in the 
country. The largest single number of H1 
investments (eight) were made by U.S.-based 
companies. That was closely followed by 
Germany, with seven companies investing 
here. Ésik noted that, broken down by sector, 
the automotive and vehicle manufacturing 
industries still dominate in terms of the 
number of foreign investments made, as well 
as in terms of the value of the capital invested. 
HIPA is expecting to conduct talks in the 
second half of the year with 169 companies, 
who are planning to invest a total of EUR 5 bln 
of capital in the country, Ésik said.

FDI created 11,000 jobs in  
Hungary in 2015

The number of jobs created by foreign direct 
investment in Hungary in 2015 more than 
doubled compared to the previous year, 
reaching more than 11,000, according to EY’s 

"Attractiveness Survey 2016 – Destination 
Europe", published on June 8. EY’s survey 
shows that 11,741 jobs were created through 
94 FDI projects last year, while in 2014 the 
number of jobs was 4,868. In 2013, FDI in 
Hungary created 3,879 jobs, data from the 
survey shows. Altogether 69 FDI projects 
were realized in Hungarian manufacturing, 
which were directly responsible for the 
creation of 10,675 jobs. The financial and 
business services sector saw 15 FDI projects 
last year, and 941 new jobs as a result. One-
fifth of FDI originated in the United States, 
while almost 60% came from Western 
European countries, the survey added. “In the 
coming years, the emphasis is expected to fall 
on digital industries and sectors from the point 
of view of foreign investors,” Botond Rencz, EY 
Hungary CEO, said. He noted, however, that the 
number of those planning to invest in Europe 
has dropped. “While two years ago one-third 
of the respondents said they were planning 
to invest in Europe, last year only one-fifth 
of respondents said they were considering 
investments in Europe this year,” Rencz said.

The AmCham 
Hungary 
Wall of Fame 
Summer 2016

AmCham BrainBar Lab at LogMeIn 
(above, June 3) and guest speeker
Professor Alan Kirman (bellow)

Annual Sports Day at Globall Hotel Telki 
(June 4)

Business After Hours at Aria Hotel 
(June 8)

Extraordinary HR Committee meeting with 
Olympic gold medalist & world champion  

Ágnes Kovács (June 20)

Independence Day Party 
(July 3)

Manage Stress, Support Your Well-being 
Morning Seminar with Stress-M

 (September 8)

Business After Hours at Hotel Moments' 
Bistro Fine (September 15)

David Cox of 3M, Morning Seminar on Threats & 
Vulnerabilities: Best Practices in Connection with

 Anti-terrorism (September 19)
Patron Dinner with Iain Lindsay, British Ambassador to 

Hungary (September 21)
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Why is Hungary a 
good place to do 
business?
The economy of 
Hungary has improved 
since the credit crunch 
of 2008 and in recent 
years the country 
has become one of 
the fastest growing 
European  Union 
member states.  

In 2015 the GDP increased by 3.6%, the 
unemployment rate dropped to 6.8% from 
the 11.3% high of 2010. It clearly represents 
a healthy recovery. The government is also 
committed to support businesses and the positive 
macroeconomic environment ‒ along with the EU 
funds ‒ provides the necessary financial tools for 
it. Billion-dollar investments by Mercedes and Audi 
have confirmed these efforts.

From the perspective of the energy sector, 
Hungary has a competitive market structure. The 
country is integrated to the European gas and power 
infrastructure, applies EU standards for operations 
and technology, and most importantly its regulations 
are fundamentally defined by the European Union. 

What would you like to see change to improve 
the business climate here?
Unfavourable market dynamics such as low 
wholesale energy prices create a severe 
burden on the operations of conventional power 
generation globally, such that the profitability of 
novel energy segments cannot compensate yet.  
The regulatory environment needs to adapt to 

the changes in light of ensuring the security of 
supply and the feasible operation of the wholesale 
market players.

On one hand, the European Commission is now 
working on renewing the structure of its energy 
market. The aim is to enhance its operation, to achieve 
an efficient distribution and competitive supply of 
the consumers. These ideas will provide a more 
competitive environment and market incentives that 
will stimulate the necessary investments.

On the other hand, the Paris Climate Agreement 
has strengthened commitments to sustainability 
and carbon-free energy production that could give 
a steady thrust to the renewable energy industry 
in the following decades. In parallel, a long-awaited 
renewable energy incentive regulation called "METÁR" 
has been worked out in Hungary. Its introduction 
in 2017 is expected to boost new investments and 
support the existing ones  ‒ a price premium system.

What do you most value about being an 
AmCham Patron member?
We consider AmCham as one of the best business 
catalyst organizations in Hungary. It is extremely useful 
for MVM to exchange thoughts and experiences with 
other high profile companies about the themes of HR, 
finance, sustainability and CSR. Moreover innovation 
plays a significant role in the new strategy of MVM 
Group, so we are looking for partners to create an 
innovation-friendly business environment and to 
support or promote promising creative concepts, 
products or services.

www.mvm.hu

MVM Group    

Péter Csiba
Chairman and CEO,  
MVM Group

patron profile

      New Members On Board

Avis Budget Group  
BSC KFT

Managing Director:  
Mr. Francisco Farrás Fernández

Address: 1134 Budapest, Kassák Lajos u. 19-25.
Phone: +36 1 887 1401

Web: www.avisbudgetgroupbsc.com
Avis Budget Group is one of the world's leading 
car rental companies. The Business Support 
Centre (BSC) has been supporting the Group's 
subsidiaries with its expertise, primarily in the 
Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA) region. 
The centre employs more than 1000 employees 
and has now been supporting Avis Budget 
Group for 13 years in 10 languages.
The BSC's main business areas include: 
Customer Services, Commercial Support 
Services, Financial Services, HR Admin 
Services, Reporting & Analytics and IT.

corporate

take-off

Come and try our unique Business Lunch at an attractive price of HUF 2690 for 
two courses menu. In addition you can choose an outstanding dessert at rate of 
HUF 500.
In the heart of the city on Andrassy Avenue a casual, friendly, yet sophisticated place 
to meet with friends or business partners for a tasty lunch or nice dinner. You can also 
pop in after work for a glass of wine with a light tapas combo or choose 2 or 3 courses 
from our daily Business Lunch offer, which suits every taste.

You’ll find Hungarian and international specialties in our selection. We focus on creativity 
and a colorful world of flavors. That concept is also reflected in our daily menus and the 
creation of our bar snack and tapas offerings, as well as our menu card. Our unique 
“Enomatic” wine dispensing system allows you to taste local and foreign wines as we’ll 
happily open a bottle for tasting that you’ll only be able to buy by the bottle elsewhere. 
A selection of more than hundred wine specialties is waiting for you.
Visit us and enjoy the creative cuisine in our Bistro Fine.

Bistro Fine | H-1061 Budapest, Andrássy út 8. | www.bistrofine.hu

Colas Hungária Zrt.

Chairman and CEO: Mr. István Sokorai
Address: 1113 Budapest, Bocskai út 73.

Phone: +36 1  883 1000
Web: www.colas.hu

The Hungarian Colas Group has been playing 
an active role in Hungary's construction 
investments since 1991. Having been managed 
by Hungarian executives from the beginning, 
the holding company has become a key figure 
in the development of the Hungarian road 
network. In addition to road construction jobs, 
the company also plays a leading role when it 
comes to special engineering structures, urban 
rehabilitation and utility construction. The 11 
quarries operated by the Group are located in 
North-Eastern Hungary.

Continental Group

Managing Director: Mr. Tamás Flesch
Address: 1054 Budapest, Kálmán Imre u. 21.

Phone: +36 1 374 6000
Web: www.continentalgroup.hu

Continental Group is a Hungarian-owned hotel 
management company, a definitive force within 
the local tourism profession. lts owners have a 
passion for their profession and have spent many 
years working together as friends and family. Their 
objective is to offer quality hotel and restaurant 
services, creating a Premium product. lt was 
the first to open a boutique hotel in Budapest by 
launching Hotel Parlament, then opening Hotel 
Palazzo Zichy in 2009 using the experience gained 
in the first project. The company's third hotel, the 
Hotel Moments Budapest has opened in March 
2016 with its cozy restaurant the Bistro Fine located 
on Andrássy Avenue, just a few steps from the 
Opera House and the St. Stephen's Basilica.

Colibri HR 
Solutions

Founder, CEO: Mr. Tamás Barathi
Address: 1024 Budapest, Margit krt. 39. 4/2.

 Phone: +36 70 935 5045
Web: joincolibri.com

We provide complex services to reach the next 
generation of employees and use unconventional 
materials to create focused compaigns to reach target 
groups. We communicate with generations Y and Z 
on their own language via the popular platforms they 
use. Colibri has built a wide network with 50 student 
ambassadors on 33 universities. Our talent manager 
platform, Colibri Internship Awards has reached 51.000 
unique users in the first 3 months and won the HR 
Innovator Award in 2015.

HP Inc Magyarország

Managing Director: 
Mr. Kristóf Takáts

Address: 
1117 Budapest, Alíz u. 1.
Phone: +36 1 229 9111
Web: www.hp.com

We are the leading printing and personal systems technology 
company in the world, and we are here to create technology that 
makes life better for everyone everywhere. In an ever-changing, 
connected world, HP Inc. keeps reinventing itself, its technologies, 
and what tomorrow holds so that industries, communities, and 
individuals can keep reinventing how they operate, ideate, and create 
what matters most to them. We operate with the heart, creativity and 
energy of a startup, and with the brain, muscles and determination 
of a Fortune 100 corporation. We will use this unique combination, 
along with our 50,000 world-class employees and 76-year legacy of 
innovation, to engineer experiences that amaze our customers. We 
believe in a Blended Reality created by the fusion of the physical and 
digital worlds. We believe everyone is a creator when empowered 
by intuitive, accessible technology. And we believe technology should 
work for you and adapt to your needs, context and environment.

CooperVision CL Kft.

Managing Director: Mr. János Peer
Address: 2360 Gyál, 

ProLogis Üzleti Park 3. épület
Phone: +36 29 343 892

Web: www.coopervision.hu

CooperVision, a unit of The Cooper 
Companies, Inc. (NYSE:COO), is one of the 
world’s leading manufacturers of soft 
contact lenses and related products and 
services. The Company produces a full array 
of monthly, two-week and 1-day lenses, all 
featuring advanced materials and optics. 
CooperVision has a strong heritage of solving 
the toughest vision challenges such as 
astigmatism and presbyopia; and offers the 
most complete collection of spherical, toric 
and multifocal products available. Through 
a combination of innovative products and 
focused practitioner support, the company 
brings a refreshing perspective to the 
marketplace, creating real advantages for 
customers and wearers.

Shire 
Hungary Kft.

Shire is the leading global biotechnology company 
focused on serving people with rare diseases 
and other highly specialized conditions. We strive 
to develop best-in-class products across our 
core therapeutic areas including Hematology, 
Immunology, Neuroscience, Ophthalmics, 
Lysosomal Storage Disorders, Gastrointestinal/
Internal Medicine/Endocrine, Hereditary 
Angioedema, and Oncology.

General Manager: Sándor Lévai M.D. 
Address: 1138 Budapest, Népfürdő u. 22/B.

Phone: +36 1  202 1981
Web: www.shire.com

advertisement

Managed by Continental Group

Scarcity of talent and labor force is an issue that 
has been growing at a rapid speed in the past few 
years all over Europe. Talking to investors, we hear 
that their number one challenge when looking 
for a place to invest is finding the right people to 
work with. Understanding this challenge, AmCham 
Hungary has taken the initiative by designing 
educational programs that have real impact. 

The Career Ambassador Program was launched 
as a flagship scheme in 2015. It provides high school 
students with the opportunity to visit our members, 
among the largest investors in the country, where 
they can be familiarized first-hand with the demands 
of the modern labor market. These programs usually 
include tours of the facility, practical activities, such 
as mock job interviews, presentations and informal 
discussions between employees and students. 

Multiple goals
The Career School Program serves multiple goals. 
First, it shows students that there are fantastic 
careers available with multinationals and SMEs 
in this country, without the need to leave to work 
abroad. The program also guides them on what 
academic path is the best fit to reach these career 
goals. Second, it gives companies a chance to meet 

students, understand their mindsets and prepare 
for the new wave of Generation Z employees, 
whom they will be employing in four-to-five years. 
Finally, the program is a great tool for teachers who 
are willing to take education out of the classroom 
and give their children a different perspective on 
how the labor market works. The main message 
for these students is: “These are the competencies 
you need, today.”

Benefiting
We are very proud to report that, within a year, 
a total of ten companies had hosted 22 visits 
from 18 different schools, benefiting more than 
300 students in total. Companies who are signed 
up to the program include TATA, Lexmark, HP, 
ExxonMobil, GE, K&H Bank, KPMG, Morgan 
Stanley, PepsiCo, Citi, Amway, HAYS, CBRE, 
Celanese, and Jabil. 

We encourage member companies to join this 
initiative, and AmCham is ready to coordinate 
the visits; please contact project coordinator 
József Gál for more information at nyelvi.
nagykovet@amcham.hu or call at +36 1 428-
2080. We are also continuing the successful 
Language Ambassador Program. To become a 
volunteer ambassador please, send an email to  
nyelvi.nagykovet@amcham.hu

Turn your office into a Career Embassy

AmCham Hungary staff shares best practices 
at AmCham Summer Training in the High Tatras

The AmCham Hungary staff once again 
participated in the annual CEE regional summer 
training program, sharing best practices and 
discussing challenges with fellow AmCham team 
members from Poland, Slovakia and Ukraine in 
the spectacular High Tatras in August.

On August 17, our delegation gave a presentation 
about the various aspects of membership 
recruitment and retention, while the hosts 
introduced their successful Rule of Law and 
Business Services Centers Forum initiatives. 
The following day, representatives of AmCham 

Poland discussed the challenges of event 
hosting, and our colleagues from Ukraine 
shared their experiences in brand management 
and social media.

Participants had the opportunity to try traditional 
Slovak cuisine, enjoyed a guided tour in the 
stunning Carpathian Mountains, and took their best 
shot at sledging!

The AmCham Hungary office staff would like to 
thank our colleagues at AmCham Slovakia for 
their wonderful hospitality.
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AmCham Office Staff
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER
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COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
ZSÓFIA JUHÁSZ

MEMBERSHIP MANAGER
ILDIKÓ TAKÁCS-BERKA

POLICY OFFICER
JUDIT SZILÁGYI

PROJECT COORDINATOR
JÓZSEF GÁL

POLICY ASSISTANT
BARBARA RÉVÉSZ

COMMUNICATIONS AND 
EVENTS ASSISTANT
PÉTER KOVÁCS

Top row from left
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Mark Your Calendar:  Annual General Assembly  
» December 7

The upcoming AGA, to be held at the Budapest Marriott Hotel, will be one of the more dynamic, as it involves the election of a new president,  
a second vice president and four board-members-at-large, all for a two-year period.

Note from William Benkő, Chair of the Elections Committee:

Dear Members,

If you are interested in running for a position, please note that the deadline for 
submission to the AmCham Office is 2 p.m., November 7. Please see Elections 
Rules on our website at www.amcham.hu/AGA2016 

If you have any question regarding the nominations, please contact me (e-mail: 
willybenko@gmail.com) or Ildikó Bryják at the AmCham Office at +36/1/428-
2088 or at elections@amcham.hu. 

In November, you will receive the Elections Brochure 2016 and the candidates’ 
materials will also be available at the AmCham website. 

I strongly encourage all AmCham members to participate in the election process. 

Sincerely yours,

William Benkő
Chairperson
AmCham Elections Committee


